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Feel into your Crystal School
experience being a New Earth
Transitionary Council

5D TECHNOLGY
COUNCIL

VISION

TECHNOLOGY MADE
FROM LOVE FOR LOVE IN
THE PURSUIT OF EVERY
MOMENT MAGIC.

MISSION

NURTURE A COMMUNITY
OF 5D
INVENTORS, CREATORS,
MAKERS.

5D ENERGY
SOURCES
We get the energy we use from a various sources, some of them even FREE.
Sort them according to whether it's 5D renewable or 3D non-renewable in the columns
below.

SUNLIGHT
OIL
AIR

WOOD
COAL
NUCLEAR ENERGY

3D

HYDRO ENERGY
BIOGAS
WIND
GEOTHERMAL

ELECTROMAGNETISM
QUANTUM REALM

5D

This council is made of true nature-lovers that
have a passion for gardening, growing food/plants
and agriculture.
We meet regularly to discuss and share with
humanity a way of living in symbiosis with Mother
Earth and in accordance to her truth and wisdom.
We honor and respect our host, universal law and
the equal yet individual roles we all have!

This council secures the planet Earth=Eeart
through rehearting, learning and teaching life
WITH Mother Earth, not living off of her. Always
giving back a little more love, water, care..

We also strive to educate humanity about the
healing powers of plants, flowers, herbs,...
And to share how to grow our own food, how to
garden and work with the Earth together!

We are ONE with our host and Mother, Earth = Heart.
This council is here to assist humanity to reheart
living in the organic flow of creation, with nature.
learning patience to allow Mother Earth to grow in
her Magic abundance for us, rehearting gratitude for
every blade of grass, strawberry, tree and every little
seed and become again our true BEing as one part of
this realm, connected to every other part!

The Agriculture and Growing Council is always
keen to discuss new recommendations and
guidance. We do and share experiments of
sustainable growing, including 5D technology
like GANS / Plasma water and Plasma pyramid
units.
We are moving away of quantity, back to quality
- life quality bringing agriculture benefitting the
planet-nature and us in harmony!

ACTIVITY
To grow a garden, you will have to have A LOT of time,
strenmgth and water. Pulling weeds, trimming,
watering, harvest.. it all is part of a garden!
Let's start small and built a garden for your window!
For this you require something like a tea cup, drinking
glass, old coffe container, a plastic bottle (that can lay
safely on its side) or anything else you feel your plants
want to grow in!

We also have to have soil, a small bag from the store or
a bucket full from outside, and SEEDS.
A great window plant is cress, easy to seed and
yummy on a sandwich or salad. You can bsially use
any flower or herb seed.
Fill your unique planting pot with soil, press a hole
with your finger in it and drop the seed!
Now make sure it gets enough sun and LOTS of water.
This is your new spiritual discipline, check your seed
and soon sproutling every day twice, care with water
and loving words and watch Moms Miracle grow!

Through the Crystal Schools and Light
Centers, we are anchoring in Unity,
Unconditional Love and Universal Laws into
physical manifestation.

What would you say is your favorite part of
school?
Many children would say play time/recess or
even Home time!

Crystal schools are very different from
normal traditional schools in that children
don’t just sit in front of the desk and
practice their letters or read books to learn
about the world around them.
There’s much more to learning than reading
and writing in a classroom.

Crystal schools is
about exploring
the energies
around you and
connecting to
different realms
that may not be
visible or obvious.
It is learning about
our connection with everything including
our angel guides, the connection we have
with nature and the cosmos.
It’s recognizing that
there
is
magic
everywhere and that
we have so much
creativity that we
can create anything
we want when we
put our hearts to it.

We
learn
about
truths such as spiral
patterns in flowers
that
are
also
patterns within our
bodies, in the water
eddies, or in the vast
multiverses.
This
pattern is called the
Fibonacci Sequence.

It’s recognizing that
there
is
magic
everywhere and that
we have so much
creativity that we
can create anything
we want when we
put our hearts to it.

We practise the ability to
speak with nature and
animals
through
heart
telepathy. We also learn
about
boundaries
and
discipline, not to mention
having lots of fun while
we learn!

The Council is responsible for training
parents and teachers in how to implement
these truths into a learning environment for
both children and adults. We are also
responsible for bringing new ideas together
as a community and making them happen
here in the physical.

Light Centers are the adult version
of crystal schools. We all have to
learn the secrets and truths of this
beautiful planet Gaia and her
surrounding multiverses. Mother
Nature supports our soul growth
and all of life. It is important to
learn about her and bring her into
our hearts.

The Elders
Council
A BRIDGE BETWEEN
GENERATIONS

growing together

healing eternally
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Did you know that dandelions, even though it is considered a
weed, contains many healing properties.
From root to flower, dandelion are highly nutritious plants,
loaded with vitamins and minerals. Consuming dandelion
promotes a healthy liver. We need our liver to get rid of toxins
in our body.

What Is Technology?

Technology - Things created by
h umans to make things easier.
They are tools to solve problems.
For example, cell phones and
bicycles.

What is Media?

of communicating that can reach
Media- Ways of
large numbers of people, such as newspapers,
radio, Internet and television

What is Communication?
Communication- is the act
of giving, receiving and
sharing information.

In the past, tribes used to use fire to communicate
between them to alert fellow tribes far away of
the possibility of danger.

Social Media platforms such as TikTok
allow you to use technology to share
something with lots of other people.

We have a responsibility to share
truths and do what's right, even if it's
hard to share sometimes. To express
openly and speak your truth is a God
given right. Media and Communication
go hand in hand and can be used for
higher purposes such as spreading the
truth.

This Council will be made up
of leaders in self-expression,
communication, and art
through vlogging, live
streaming, movies,
documentaries and shows.

ACTIVITY:

TRY A NEW FORM OF EXPRESSION AND RECORD IT
OR STREAM IT ON SOCIAL MEDIA. YOU CAN WRITE A POEM,
DO A PAINTING, TRY A NEW RECIPE OR SING ONE OF
YOUR FAVORITE SONGS.

Builders Council

Keeping the structural integrity of New Earth

We are the alchemists of
physical space; bringing
structural integrity from
the heart. The Builders
Council is a five room
house of beings that put
their energies into the
sacred space, sacred
materials and sacred
elements of New Earth.

One: See + Feel + Frame
Two: Practice + Fail + Master
Three: Measure + Calculate
Four: Build + Destroy + Transform
Five: Narrate + Chronicle
Builders see our current model for
architecture needing reformation in how
connected the structure is to the world
and beings around it.. Currently, buildings
are parsed out to those who would like to
profit. We build for God + Earth + Beings
inside and out. Full autonomy is not
parallel with architecture + believe that all
beings have the right to safe shelter for
work + rest + a space to be with God.

1

SEE + FEEL +FRAME
We are sensitive to the space + structures (organic +
being-made) + materials around us. Builders
embody endless respect for architecture + their
stories. We see structures as beings and give our
hearts to the life cycles in Now and New Earth. We
are the eyes + hearts of the physical + sacred
frameworks. Builders use their hearts and hands to
concoct plans to create a secure and energetically
balanced structure. Builders will provide the
blueprints and manpower after seeking inspiration.

2

PRACTICE + FAIL + MASTER

Builders are innately disciplined + comfortable
with both failure and success in their works.
Builders are scientists of New Earth with a keen
eye for subjects + experiments + conclusions +
solutions. We gravitate toward crafts and trades
that align with the variety of needs to erect a
sacred space.
The skilled Builders are in a
consistent state of attempting to master their
craft.

3

MEASURE + CALCULATE

Builders are meticulous at keeping our
floorboards level + predicting safety measures.
Being in the heart and senses are the
inspiration. Builders will springboard from that
toward making notes while considering the
whole Earth and its response to the structural
concept before it manifests. Measuring +
calculating consists of archivable blueprints
which is breadth of archivable materials used.

4

BUILD + DESTROY + TRANSFORM

After sorting out the energy behind the structure
+ carefully gathering materials + blueprints, the
builders….BUILD. We oversee + dig into the whole
process of the architectural lifespan as long as
our bodies can access it. The buildings + the
space it is allotted to will have a beginning,
middle and end. The builders are part of the
creation, destruction + transformation of the
structures of New Earth.

5

CHRONICLE

Builders maintain the final tenet in the life of a
structure by recording its stories. We have a
vast archive of sketches + blueprints + photos +
logs of spatially relevant story arcs big and
small on the land or inside the chapters of
rooms + the maintain of the physical elements.
The job of the builder never ends with the
wrecking ball but with sealing the story of the
structure with honor and sweat.

A Builder’s Poem
A House

First, there was breath. The divine Wind/spirit. Aleph, the ﬁrst
letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
The second letter of the Hebrew alphabet is the letter Bet and
represents the number two in gematria. The letter Bet derives
from the pictograph “PR” in Egyptian Heiroglyphs which,
visually, exhibits a two dimensional shelter, tent… a home. Two
walls facing each other and both the support beams for a
mutually protective shelter. In the beginning was God’s divine
breath, and, inside that beginning was a divine home. Two
torahs; oral and written. The seen, the unseen. Living Dead.
Female and male. Ether and Earth. Dark, light, not working in
opposition but in harmony and balance, cooperatively keeping
the structural integrity.
The ﬁrst word in the torah is “bereyshit”. Three letters that
make up Bereshit, Bet, Rosh, Shin. Bet means House. Rosh
means Head. Shin means The Almighty. God is the head of your
house, regardless, of how many times you recalculate the
blueprints. Are our bodies the homes to our spirit? Our home as
human beings? Is our home our body? Bones, lumber,
plumbing, circulatory system, the nerves, the current. Does the
house of our spirit start at the head and end at the toes? Does
your home stay static? Is it ﬁxed or kinetic? Whatever your
deﬁnition of home is, the acreage is massive, it’s all yours to
build upon as it is all God’s gift. Is God the head of your house?
Is your angel spirit a part of the whole heavens, the home of
angels, crowded with Elohim?
“Where are you from? Where is home?” Probably, the
primordial waters from mythological chaos.
We are in god’s house and showing respect and gratitude for
her work building this baby planet and hosting is shown by
expression from the holy body that houses our spirit. The space
between everything and everything is her divine wind, breath. A
blanket for our odysseys.
There is a pounding in the earth like a one ton wrecking ball bell
heartbeat, shaking our frames
A mile circumference of alarm and pleas to keep the structure
together. While we renovate, rearrange, reinvent our houses.
It is a lucky wave of change for
hollow rooms ﬁlled with both breath and body,
imaginary foundation to solidify from dream to concrete,
Muddy, windows soaped and polished.
With each blow from the compressed dust Earth’s heart,
Our frames grow and growl wearing armored plaits of
compassion and vulnerability hoping to be gutted and rebuilt
as many times as the house of our spirit wishes. Our doors got
tired of staring static at the fence letting things into our bodies
and spirits that rust. Will the newest blueprints call for another
one ton wrecking ball bell?
Probably, but, the good ones have a lighthouse of
transcendence at their heart. Their houses, immaculate,
unshakable and indestructible.

This council is made up of Peacekeepers and
those who feel a strong resonance with
mediation. This council is responsible for
ensuring peace between all beings,
communities, societies and collectives. This
council works closely with the Court of
Universal Law to ensure that all beings on
Planet Earth are abiding by Universal Law and
all disputes or disagreements are resolved
peacefully.

This council is responsible for overseeing
all disputes between any individual or
group of beings. This council has many
fractals and representatives from each
Society. Any dispute or disagreement
between beings or collectives will be
brought to the Peace Council for
guidance and resolution.

Making sure our cups are always full by
practicing our self love disciplines daily,
ensures that we always have more than
enough love to give to beings around us, as
they take from the overflow and don't
depleat us. Always be in the heart when
interacting with others, they highest
outcome will always unfold from that place

This council meets regularly to
discuss new tools, techniques and
share updates on any pending peace
disputes. This council is also
responsible for full transparency and
sharing all reports and disputes with
Humanity so that all may have
awareness and learning.
This council will be the leaders in
holding peace on the Planet and being
the examples for Humanity by holding
space & creating resolutions and
solutions.

Be conscious and present on how you are
feeling, we all have triggers and have days where
we feel high easily and days where we feel like
we are moving through mud.
The self love disciplines are tools to help you
transform these energies, when you feel
frustrated, low on energy or upset, use your
tools to help you to raise your vibration ... don't
forget Mom's radio station - it gives you those
feel good vibes immediately!
Re-heart ~ everyone sees the world differently,
suspend judgement and just sent everyone love every being is being their best with where they
are at .. influence them with and through love

NETG

Global Relations
Council

Roles and Responsibilities
This council is made up of
representatives and ambassadors from
each Society on Planet Earth. The
purpose of this council is to create open
communications between all Societies on
how to best work together in solving
global issues, how to work with equal
energy exchange between Societies, and
how to solve any disputes between
Societies.

Reflect and Meditate:

What does it mean to be a
“representative” or an
“ambassador”?
In what ways can I represent
Mother God to the planet and to
all of humanity?

This council is responsible for
communication and cooperation
between all ambassadors of each
Society, and to share with Humanity
all agreements and exchanges
between any Society.
Each ambassador is responsible for
providing information and insight
from other Societies to their own to
foster unity consciousness and
awareness.

Brainstorm:
List the various ways we can
connect and communicate with other
ambassadors.
What issues are we facing in our
societies that we have in common?
What issues are we facing in our
local societies?

This council will meet regularly for open
discussions between ambassadors of
challenges their current societies are
facing as a collective, and discussing
solutions and offering insights from
all other Societies.

Activity:
Postcard Connections:
Gather mailing addresses of other
council members.
Either purchase or create your own
postcards which represent the region
you are an ambassador of.
Write a brief paragraph to introduce
yourself to the other council members.
Address, stamp and send the postcards
to your fellow council members.

This council will be the leaders
of global cooperation and
responsible for keeping open
communication and collaboration
between all countries.

Group Activity:
Blessing Momma Gaia

Consider taking time on a regular basis
to collectively set intentions of love and
blessing over our planet.
Visualize expanding our awareness from
our personal vessels outwards in greater
and greater spheres of influence.
From our bodies to our households or
immediate surroundings – to our neighborhoods
– to our towns – to our provinces or
territories or states…. Until we are overlapping
spheres of love embracing Momma Gaia in a web
of love and light.
Look around as we surround the planet at your
fellow ambassadors and honor and bless them
as well.
Now look back at Momma and send Her a burst
of love.

"Eons ago humans began a grand experiment... One in which they completely forgot who they are and entered life in duality... Now
this time period is about to be over... All will Awaken and re-member they are One with God... many came by contract to birth the
return to Universal Oneness, out of the illusion, with the help of our galactic brothers and sisters... We no longer wish to experience
duality... We have given up our free will [ the ego or the mind] and as a whole consciousness have chosen to Once Again Uphold
Our Universal Truth, shining Our Lights, supporting life and un-conditional love... we have chosen Love instead of F.E.A.R [False
Evidence Appearing Real]...We have joined in consciousness as One to light up Mother Earth and pull Her out of the darkness that
She has been in...to heal ourselves and each other...We are on the verge of birthing a Whole New Story and each are arriving on
mission to do this... We each hold a unique responsibility and roles as collectively we anchor in the light of Heaven...."

The concept of the Utopian States is that of a more perfect United States of America. The attempt has been made to make small improvements everywhere. Since the United States of America has been a
successful country for 200 years, large changes were avoided.
The Utopian States endeavors to be a living government, always improving and changing for the best. An attempt was made to foster benign "competition," between states to further facilitate the
evolution of Councils and society.
The Utopian States also borrowed ideas from the Book of Genesis. Like the garden of Eden, the Utopian States models itself after a garden cultivating and encouraging the growth of that which is beautiful
and good while resisting the growth of weeds. The allegory of the flowers and weeds applies to people, businesses, and states.
Utopia is modeled after the Garden of Eden; it is a government that allows people to do anything that Supports Universal Law. Utopia is a small, unobtrusive, and minimalist Council. Utopia does not tax or
use jails. Like Eden, people can be banished.
Utopia is not communism or any other form of large, forceful, powerful or dictatorial government. Utopia does not enforce lifestyle or morality on an individual.
The system of the Utopian States described herein is that of a very simple Council where the people, in Unity Consciousness, thrive.
"Competition," is simply fun in the Utopian States. Everybody wins in the Utopian States. through their unique expression.
In the Utopian States, the representatives are treated like engineers. We ought not to tell an aeronautical engineer how to build a plane, they are the experts of that awareness. On the other hand, the
aeronautical engineer ought not to tell us where to fly that plane [ control ] All BEings are granted their free expression within the Utopia.
Fully conscious, evolved BEings are aware of the Universal Laws innately and act as representatives within the Council of The Court of Universal Law to advise and assist those still awakening into harmony
within their lives, jobs, homes and towns. The oldest within Creation have amassed the most experience = wisdom and draw upon this to assist the younger, still evolving souls.

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison held Utopian viewpoints, they were tapping into the True Blueprint.
George Washington stated that "Government, like fire, is a dangerous servant and a terrible master,".
Thomas Jefferson penned these immortal words: "We hold these truths to be sacred & undeniable; that all men are created equal & independent, that from that equal creation they
derive rights inherent & inalienable, among which are the preservation of life, & liberty, & the pursuit of happiness."
Thomas Jefferson repealed all the direct federal taxes passed by the Federalists and boasted that ordinary Americans would never see a federal tax collector in their whole lives.
James Madison stated this: "I cannot undertake to lay my finger on that article in the Constitution which granted a right to Congress of expending, on objects of benevolence, the
money of their constituents."
In the Utopian States, the rights of individuals to Contribute to Creation and, in equal energy exchange, have limitless access to Creation, is a fundamental right.
In the utopian society, the body of BEings is overseen by representatives of God, who guide based on Universal Truth, which is not be accessible from. lower perspective or those still
within the E.G.O [ Edging God Out] program. These Universal Truths are shared by the Rest of Creation, who lives in organic observance of them having not experienced duality and,
therefore, are supreme and universal law.

Support honesty and Truth....
Support Mother Earth and Heaven
Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace and Harmony
Support who you truly are as Gods/Goddesess
Support Un-conditional Love and GOD
Support Passion, Playfulness, and Laughter
Support Beauty, Perfect health, and Healing
Support all Creation and set intentions for the Highest Good
Support Vision, Faith, and Miracles
Support Kindness and Smiles

Support Oneness, Grandness, and Living in the moment
Support the One River of Life
Support our Galactic Brothers and Sisters
Support Abundance, Treasures and Gifts
Support Living in a State of Gratitude
Support True Freedom and Live life Real
Support Nature in all her beauty and Wisdom
Support Manifesting all of Ones Dreams and Wishes
Support Rainbows and Building Bridges of Love to one another
Support Angels and all Who serve The Highest Good
Support Becoming the Greatest/Grandest Vision/Version one can be...
join Us as we Hold our lights high and bright for all to see...you will not miss it this is a gift for all of
Humanity...as we march forward on our grand journeys with Grace and Integrity Heaven is close at
hand...

~ Pick one of the Councils you have explored
and offer help in that area.
Here are some ideas:
~ Make a beautiful card for an elder in your
community
~ Pick some wild flowers from Mother Nature
and make into a bouquet. Gift to a friend
~ Look up a homemade pet cookie recipe and
make it. Gift to a neighbor with a pet

